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Abstract
Video accessibility is crucial for blind and visually impaired
individuals for education, employment, and entertainment
purposes. YouDescribe is a web-based platform that enables sighted
volunteers to add audio descriptions to YouTube videos thus making
them accessible to visually impaired users. Creating good
descriptions requires much effort, and it is impossible for volunteers
to catch up with all the videos published daily. This work builds on
top of YouDescribe and facilitates video accessibility by automating
the description generation process for online videos and generating
well-structured training data to advance the state of the art in video
understanding.

Proposed Workflow & Architecture
The workflow of the framework is described below:
1. Input Data: Videos for which descriptions have been requested
are forwarded to the model for further processing.
2. Scene Segmentation: For effective description generation, we
segment the video into a sequence of scenes.
3. Key Frame Extraction: As each scene segment has a different time
span, key frames are sampled to maintain the right amount of
granularity of input data for the model being trained.
4. Caption Generation: Each key frame is processed by the model to
generate captions which best describe the video at that instance. It
also detects any text in the key frame, people with ID (so
reappearing person will be handled properly), gender, emotion, hair
color, age, objects with their bounding boxes, and environment
category. People are recognized if they are known celebrities while
others are labeled as unknown. We will identify unknown people
from the video dialogues and provide correct names. We also plan
to train a CNN + LSTM architecture to take a key frame as input and
output a caption (Xu et al., 2015; Venugopalan et al., 2015).
5. Summarizing the Descriptions: Text summarization is used to
combine the descriptions of all key frames into a single coherent
summary of the entire scene.
6. Revising or Validating the Descriptions: Through the interface,
volunteers revise or validate the model generated descriptions.
7. Retraining the Model: The discrepancy between the modelgenerated and revised narrations shall be recorded. The revised
versions shall be used as inputs to retrain and improve the accuracy
of the model.
8. Dialogue Interface: Through the dialogue interface, baseline and
on-demand descriptions are presented to blind and visually impaired
users. Users can also tag unlikely descriptions for further
investigation by the sighted volunteers.

Current Implementation
Information extracted from video/frame as input to Video Understanding Model

Dialog Interface for on-demand description

Dataset and Plan for User Study
Dataset: There are 28000+ audio files on YouDescribe.org as of
January 2019. Some are in high quality (with user rating of 4 or 5) and
some are in low quality (with user rating of 1-3).
User study is planned on “Documentary style” and “How-to-video
style” for baseline description and on-demand description generation
that will be edited by sighted volunteers and will be tested by blind
users.

